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Arizona Public Service Company
P.O. BOX 53999 ~ PHOENIX, ARIZONA85072-3999

WILLIAMF. CONWAY
EXECUTIVEVICEPRESIOENT,

NUCLEAR 102-01285- WFC/TDS/SCT/RAB
Hay 29, 1989

Hr. John B. Hartin, Regional Administrator
Region V

. U, S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Reference:

Dear Hr. Hartin:

(a) Report No. 50-528/89-13, 50-529/89-13, 50-530/89-13,
Docket Nos. 50-528, 50-529, an'd 50-530, License No.
NPF-41, NPF-51 and NPF-74, dated April 19, 1989

(b) Letter from John B. Hartin, Regional Administrator, to
Arizona Nuclear Power Project, Attention: Hr. Donald B.
Karner, dated April 19, 1989, transmitting Reference (a)

(c) Letter from 0. H. DeHichele, Arizona Public Service
Company, to John B. Hartin, Regional Administrator,
dated April 27, 1989

Subject: Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS)
Units 1, 2 and 3
Docket,Nos. STN 50-528 (License No. NPF-41)

STN 50-529 (License No. NPF-51)
STN 50-530 (License No. NPF-74)

Response to the Augmented Inspection Team Report, dated Hay 18,
1989
File: 89-019-026

Your letter, dated April 19, 1989 [Ref. (b)], which transmitted the AIT Report .
[Reference (a)], requested that we perform an analysis of the findings
detailed in the AIT Report, identifying the lessons learned and needed
improvements and that we provide you with the results of our analyses and
improvements. In response to these requests, an analysis of the AIT Report
has been performed and the results of our analyses and improvements are set
forth in the Response of Arizona Public Service Co. to the NRC's Augmented
Inspection Team Report Regarding March, 1989 Inspection of PVNGS which is
attached hereto.

85'06f2O$ +9 ~~~POg2y
ADOCK ObOOO~2-0 PZIC



Mr. John B. Martin
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Additionally, the following listed reports of APS investigations and analyses
have been furnished to your staff and to the PVNGS resident inspector:

(1) Atmospheric Dump Valve Engineering Analysis, March/April 1989
(2) Compressed Gas System Evaluation and Analysis, Hay, 1989.
(3) Electrical Distribution System Design Assessment, Hay 22, 1989
(4) Steam Bypass Control System Report, dated May 6, 1989
(5) Palo Verde Incident Investigation Report (IIR) 2-3-89-001.
(6) Palo Verde Incident Investigation Report (IIR) 2-1-89-001.

One additional engineering report is being finalized and will be furnished to
your staff and to the PVNGS resident inspector upon completion. That report
concerns our analysis of emergency lighting and essential lighting. It will
be titled "Essential and Emergency Lighting Report."

The Response summarizes the analyses, findings and corrective measures that
have been taken, dr will be taken prior to the restart of each Palo Verde unit
and the improvements to be made subsequent to the restart of each unit, as set
forth in more detail in the listed investigations and technical reports.

The Response was delayed, with the oral approval of your staff, because I
wanted to assure myself that it was thorough, accurate, and responsive. I
also wanted to ensure that the Response was'epresentative of the Palo Verde
management team's focus on two important areas;

Setting higher standards for all areas of plant operation,
particularly in the area of vigorous problem identification
and resolution

"Establishing a greater sense of urgency for problem
resolution to minimize the existence of problem backlogs.

As we have discussed with your staff, and as Hr. DeHichele discussed in his,
April 27, 1989 letter to you [Reference (c)], the Palo Verde management team
has taken actions beyond Unit 3 to ensure that during this period. of high work
activity at the Palo Verde site and beyond into operation, personnel are
guided by safety priniciples and considerations. These actions include:

Rescheduling refueling outage activities on Units 1 and 3 to
off-load the reactor cores and avoid the critical mid-loop
operations previously scheduled.

Setting overtime goals for personnel to ensure they remain
fully attentive to their work activities.

. Distributing and-discussing .managementmxpectations for
performance during oper ation.

I believe the actions we have taken to investigate and understand the recent
Palo Verde events have addressed all the issues pertinent to operation of all
three Palo Verde units. Further, I believe that we have taken advantage of
this event to revise the plans we presented to you at the Dececmber 1, 1988
management meeting, to include higher standards for all areas of plant



Hr. John B. Hartin
Page 3

operation and a greater sense of urgency for problem resolution. Lessons
learned from this event have been incorporated into the activities of Unit 2,
and will be incorporated into the activities of Units I and 3 prior to their
respective restart.

If you have any questions or comments relative to the Response, the supporting
analyses, or any other matters, I would appreciate the opportunity to respond
to them.

Very truly yours,

William F. Conway
Executive Vice President,
Nuclear

WFC/TDS/SCT/RAB/k3

Attachments

cc: T. J. Polich
H. J. Davis
T. L. Chan
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RESPONSE

OF ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO.

TO THE NRC'S AUGMENTED

INSPECTION TEAM REPORT

. REGARDING MARCH, 1989

INSPECTION OF PVNGS

INTRODUCTION

On April 19, 1989, NRC Region V issued the report of the Augmented

Inspection Team (AIT) inspection of Palo Verde Unit 3. Although entitled
" Inspection 'at Palo Verde Unit 3," the inspection report includes findings and

conclusions which apply to Units 1, 2, and 3. The inspection report describes

the March 3, 1989 reactor trip at Palo Verde Unit 3 and the March 5, 1989

reactor trip at Palo Verde Unit 1. It details the Team's findings and

conclusions regarding equipment failures and malfunctions, regarding human

performance, and general conclusions and concerns.

This report is Arizona Public Service Company's (APS) response to

the AIT report. Analyses, and tests performed by APS at Palo Verde identified

and addressed the issues in the AIT report, plus many more. Some of the

issues had been identified by APS before the recent reactor trip, and

corrective actions were underway at the time of the trip.
The response addresses the issues raised in the AIT report by

describing the resolution of those issues in the broader context of all the

investigations, analyses, and tests performed by APS as a result of the Unit 1

and the Unit 3 events, and the issues raised by our own investigations before

and after the Unit 1 and Unit 3 events in March, 1989. The corrective actions

that have been taken, will be taken prior to restart of each unit, and are
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scheduled to be taken after restart of each unit are described in this

response.

On Friday, March 3, 1989, Palo Verde Unit 3 experienced a reactor

trip. The plant transient was initiated by the operation of the Unit's

subsynchronous oscillation (SSO) relays (causing a large loss of electrical--

load and a resultant reactor power cutback). A failure of the Steam Bypass

Control System initiated a sequence of events which resulted in.a reactor

trip, a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS), Containment Isolation

Actuation Signal (CIAS), and a Hain Steam Isolation Signal (HSIS). The

reactor trip was followed by a failure of the atmospheric dump valves to

operate remotely from the control room or from the remote shutdown panel.

On Sunday, March 5, 1989, Palo Verde Unit 1 experienced a reactor
T.

trip. The trip signal was generated by a failure in one of the Control

Element Assembly Calculators (CEAC). The sequence of events that followed the

reactor trip initially appeared to contain some similarities with the Unit 3

reactor trip on March 3. The reactor trip generated a turbine trip and a fast

-bus transfer of station loads from the Unit Auxiliary transformer to the

Startup transformers. The fast bus transfer was not successful for one of the

two non-1E 13.8 kV busses.

At the time of the Unit 1 trip, APS personnel were preparing a

program to test Unit 3 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs). APS determined that

while Unit 1 was in hot standby, it would present a more representative test

condition (since Unit 3 was in cold shutdown) to determine if ADVs were

generally susceptible to valve failure caused by time and lack of exercise.

It was also believed to be a prudent measure to determine the status of Unit 1

ADVs. The ADV testing program which was 'being developed for Unit 3 was then

implemented on the Unit 1 ADVs under hot shutdown conditions.

At the time of the Unit 1 ADV testing, Palo Verde Unit 2 was
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operating at full power. During the testing of Unit 1 ADVs, one valve failed

to operate as designed. On Harch 15, 1989, APS decided to bring Unit 2 down

to hot standby conditions to determine the status of Unit 2 ADVs. APS

established a comprehensive plan to test Unit 2 ADVs and to conduct in all

three units an investigation of the issues, c'oncerns, and questions raised by

the Unit 3 and Unit 1 trips. The investigation was to be used to perform

analyses on areas of plant operation about which questions and issues were

raised. The analyses were to be used to formulate corrective actions that

were needed before each of the three units was restarted and to determine

action or further analyses that should be undertaken to improve operational

performance of Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station.

A detailed description of the Unit 3 event has been provided to the

NRC in the Palo Verde Incident Investigation Report (IIR) 2-3-89-001. ~

A detailed description of the Unit 1 event has been provided to the

NRC in the Palo Verde Incident Investigation Report (IIR) 2-1-89-001.

Other details of the events discussed in this response and the

investigations and analyses performed to evaluate those events have been

provided to the NRC in the following reports:

1. Atmospheric Dump Valve Engineering Analysis, Harch/April 1989

2. Compressed Gas System Evaluation and Analysis, Hay, 1989

3. Electrical Distribution System Design Assessment, Hay 22, 1989

4. Steam Bypass Control System Report, dated Hay 6, 1989

One additional report which details APS'valuation of the emergency

lighting and essential lighting systems is being finalized and will be

provided to the NRC upon completion. The report is titled "Essential and

Emergency Lighting Report."

-3-



UNIT 1 TRIP

The issues raised in the AIT report regarding the Harch 5, 1989 trip
of Uni.t 1 have been addressed in IIR 2-1-89-001. "This IIR addressed problems

with Control Element Assembly Calculators, the feeder breaker trip coil, water

hammer in the feedwater system and others. Corrective actions identified in
'I

the IIR are'eing implemented during the current Unit 1 refueling outage. The

lessons learned from Unit 1 will be incorporated into the activities of Units

2 and 3.

TRIP OF YARD BREAKERS

Electric turbine/generators in the southwestern United States are

susceptible to subsynchronous resonance (SSR) phenomena caused by long

transmission lines with series capacitor compensation. APS turbine/generators

have been calculated, based on historical APS data, to expect a valid SSR

event no more than once every 17 years. That calculation is based on 1 event

affecting 3 fossil plants in 1986 and a series capacitance problem corrected

in 1972. The predicted exposure of PVNGS to a valid SSR event is calculated

to be less than once every 17 years (SSR exposure is a complex function of the

torsional frequencies of the Palo .Verde generators and the transmission system

configuration).

APS has performed a thorough investigation to determine the cause of

the subsynchr onous oscillation (SSO) relay trips on Harch 3, 1989. Based on

measured transmission system conditions at the time, the SSO relays did not

see a real subsynchronous oscillation'condition. The functional testing of

the SSO relays conducted as part of the post trip investigations showed no

failures of the relays. There is a possibility that the Harch 3 actuation was

caused by.-an intermittent failure of a-component-.inside-the -relay -that cannot.

be detected by functional testing. The more probable cause of the Harch 3
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actuation is the existence of a combination of voltage and current disturbance

on the Palo Verde - Devers transmission line that caused a spurious actuation

of the relays.

Using the investigation results, an analysis was conducted to

determine the reliability of the SSO relays, and whether there is a need to

implement some corrective measure to improve their reliability. - The. benefit

of changing the SSO. protection logic from a 1 out of 2 to a '2 out of 3 scheme

was previously evaluated by APS in 1987. That evaluation, based upon

operating experience data, indicated that each Palo Verde unit could expect

one trip every 7.2 unit-years, which corresponds to one trip'very 2.4

site-years.

Using the two additional years of relay performance data since 1987,

calculations indicate that Palo Verde can expect a generator trip with a 75/

chance of a reactor trip every 12 unit-years or every 4 site-years. The

installation of a 2 out of 3 logic scheme is calculated to 'reduce the

probability of spurious SSO relay actuations to one per every 150 unit-years,

provided that the logic scheme is perfect in-eliminating false relay

actuations. Hecause the 2 out of 3 logic is not capable of perfectly

eliminating false relay actuations, the improvement in SSO relay reliability
that a 2 out of 3 logic scheme would provide is substantially less than

calculated.

Further uncertainties are involved in predicting the effectiveness

of a 2 out of 3 relay logic. SSO relays trip properly on the detection of an

apparent subsynchronous condition, whether the condition is real or

mistakenly -perceived. The installation of a 2 out of 3 relay logic would help

system reli'ability only in its ability to withstand relay actuations caused by

faulty'relays. The 2 out of 3 logic will not-help'the system's-ability to

withstand spurious relay actuations caused by misperceived subsynchronous

-5-
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conditions. The ability of the relays to distinguish real trip conditions and

false trip conditions is determined by its internal design, not by the number

of relays in a trip logic. Determining the value of the 2 out of 3 logic

scheme is further complicated by the fact that the new logic scheme adds

complexities to the present plant design. There is the possibility that the-

more complex logic scheme may cause unforeseen problems in the operation of

the SSO relays. For these reasons, APS believes that further study is needed

before a decision can be made to change the present SSO logic.

To aid analysis of the SSO relays and to collect information which

will indicate conditions seen by the SSO relays, APS will connect a digital

fault recorder to each Palo Verde SSO relay. The digital fault recorder will

record the current and voltage conditions seen by the SSO relays. Should

another trip of the SSO relays occur, the digital fault recorder will provide

information to analyze the cause of SSO relay trip.

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

APS performed an evaluation of the reliability of its electrical

distribution system with particular emphasis on the units'ulnerability to

natural circulation cooldowns. Of the unplanned unit trips since Palo Verde

operation began only one could be attributed to an electrical system design

error. Seven trips resulted in natural circulation cooldowns. APS previously

recognized that the design of Palo Verde's electrical system is vulnerable to

loss of power to the reactor coolant pumps (RCP) causing a trip of two units

whenever one half of the affected units'on'-class electrical loads are

powered from the same Startup transformer. This vulnerability is eliminated

by transferring non-class loads to the unit's Auxiliary transformer after the

unit is at power.

Based on historical Palo Verde data, the calculated probable
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occurrence rate is one natural circulation event every two reactor-years.

This occurrence rate, in conjunction with the performance history of the Steam

Bypass Control System (SBCS) and the Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS),

, prompted an evaluation of electrical distribution system design alternatives

at Palo Verde.

The feasibility of the alternatives was evaluated by APS engineers

and proposals were presented to management for evaluation. Considered in

management's evaluation were the facts that the reviewed portions of the

electrical distribution system are not safety-related, that the design basis

of the reactor coolant system assumes natural circulation, capability, that

increased reliability of the electrical distribution system will reduce the

number of demands placed on the natural circulation capabilities of the

reactor coolant system, and that increased electrical distribution system

reliability will contribute to the increased overall reliability of the units..

APS management determined that the fol.lowing actions should be taken

on the indicated schedule.

1. Before the restart of each unit,- the following maintenance

items will be performed:

a. Cleaning of exposed 525 kV, 24 kV, and 13.8 kV insulators

and bushings;

b. Lubricating and cycling of fast bus transfer associated

breakers;

c. Evaluation of oil from large oil-filled transformers;

d. Checking for oil leaks from large oil-filled transformers

and the cascade potential transformer;

e. Checking the functionality of the dehydrating breather

filters on the Main transformer; and

f. Installation of a drip loop at the ESF transformer

-7-
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bushings.

During the restart of each unit after energization of the

unit's auxiliary transformer, two reactor coolant pumps will
be powered. from the Unit Auxiliary transformer. The other

two reactor coolant pumps will be powered from Startup

transformers. This change will not require a design change

nor involve a change in the licensing bases. Procedures will
be changed before restart to reflect this new mode of

electrical distribution alignment. Upon any loss of power to

the Unit Auxiliary transformer, if fast bus transfer is

blocked or fails, only two reactor coolant pumps will trip.
The reactor will trip, but the RCS will maintain forced

circulation. Upon any single fault in a Startup transformer

feeding the affected unit, only two reactor coolant pumps

will trip. This will cause a reactor trip, but the RCS will

still have forced circulation because a fast bus transfer

will be initiated immediately and the remaining two reactor

coolant pumps would be powered from the non-faulted Startup

transformer.

Prior to the restart from the next refueling outage of the

respective units (i.e., Unit 1 third refueling, Unit 2 second

refueling, and Unit 3 second refueling), the SSO and the

generator back-up distance relays will be modified to

initiate a Fast Bus Transfer upon actuation. Once this

modification is made, all four reactor coolant pumps in each

unit will be powered from the unit's Auxiliary transformer.

While the Palo- Verde-units operate-with -the. modifications

listed above in items 2 and 3, APS will evaluate the

-8-



feasibility of modifying the SSO and generator backup

distance relay schemes to generate a direct turbine, and

reactor trip. Also during this time, APS will evaluate the

feasibility of limiting the operation of the RPCS and the

SBCS during transients to determine whether this alternative

would improve reliability of the electrical distribution

system. APS will incorporate Palo Verde oper ating experience

into its evaluation. If the evaluation concludes that the

proposed alternatives will sufficiently improve the

reliability of the electrical distribution system to merit

their installation, the design change will be implemented

during a subsequent refueling in each unit.

INSTRUHENT AIR PRESSURE DROP

APS conducted an evaluation of the Compressed Gas System (CGS)

performance during the Unit 3 event to determine why system pressure dropped

more than expected upon loss of power. .The Compressed Gas system is composed

of the Instrument Air System (IA) and the passive nitrogen backup system (N~

backup) to the IA system.

The performance of the system during the Unit 3 event was compared

to the system's performance during previous trips in Units I and 2 which

involved a loss of power to the instrument air compressors. The evaluation

identified a consistent reduction of IA pressure to approximately 65 psig

(versus the expected 80 psig) after the IA compressors tripped and the system

was being fed by the Nz backup system. This reduction was observed only in

Units I and 3. Other aspects of the CGS were found to be in accordance with

available-design documents. Although the CGS =system-is-not-required for safe

shutdown of the reactor, the intent of the CGS design is to maintain at least

-9-
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80 psig header pressure for one hour after the loss of power to the instrument

air compressors.

To determine the cause of the Nz backup system's failure to supply

expected pressure, APS examined the system design documents and procurement

specifications. APS then conducted a test in Unit 2 to compare the Nz

backup system's actual flowrate and supply pressure to the procurement

specification and de'sign document values. .This test determined that the

normal, measured CGS consumption rate in Unit 2 was comparable with the

calculated consumption rate during the Unit 3 event, and the Nz backup

system was not providing its- expected flowrate and supply pressure. Also, the

Nz pressure regulators were found not adjusted to deliver the necessary flow

at the required downstream pressure. During the testing, the regulators were

adjusted to the correct pressure and flow. Certain valves installed in the

piping between the nitrogen supply tank and the IA/Nz backup interface were

found to be causing excessive pressure reduction at high CGS flows.

The Compressed Gas system is not a safety related system and all

safety-related air operated equipment is designed to fail in the safe position

or is constructed with individual safety related pneumatic accumulators. APS

has determined that the Nz backup system components that are causing

excessive pressure drop should be modified or replaced to provide additional

operational assurance. APS will modify the components causing the excessive

pressure drop in Units I and 3 during the present refueling outage. In Unit

2, the system check valve will be modified prior to restart. Other system

components in Unit 2 will be modified, replaced, or adjusted as necessary,

during its next refueling outage. After the component modification, APS will

conduct another test of the Nz backup system to confirm that the new valves

eliminate the excessive pressure drop.

-10-



INSTRUMENT AIR/NITROGEN CHECK VALVES AT THE 'ADV

Before April 17, 1986, the Palo Verde inservice testing (IST)

program included the instrument air/nitrogen system isolation check valves as

items to be individually tested. During the period just preceding April 17,

1986, APS conducted an evaluation of its IST program. As a result of this

evaluation, the subject isolation check valves were removed from the program.

The reasoning behind the removal was that APS interpreted the ASHE code to

specify that inservice testing was applicable to process valves. Because the

subject isolation check valves are part of ADV actuators, and not process

valves, the ASME code did not require their inservice testing. The new IST

program was issued on April 17, 1986.

During the review process of the new IST, the NRC requested that APS

review the safety function of these valves to determine if they should be

included in the IST program. On Hay 27 and 28, 1987, a meeting was held

between APS, NRR, and NRR consultants to discuss the Palo Verde IST program.

In that meeting, APS presented its view that the subject isolation check

valves are more effectively tested by observing their operation during the

inservice stroke test of the ADVs. NRR tentatively agreed that the subject

isolation check valves would not be tested individually, but would be observed

during the stroke test of ADVs with nitrogen. APS indicated to NRR that it
would incorporate their agreement into the Palo Verde IST program after

receiving final approval of the program from NRC. On November 15, 1988, NRC

transmitted final approval to APS in the NRC staff's Safety Evaluation of the

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Inservice Testing Program for pumps and

valves.

APS maintains the position that the subject isolation check valves

are more effectively tested as part of the inservice'.test of, the ADVs when

stroked with nitrogen. On March 3, 1989, IST procedures were being revised to
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reflect the new IST program, including revision of the IST procedure for ADVs

to specify ADV stroke testing with nitrogen with isolation .and venting of

instrument air supply lines. There had been no scheduled inservice testing of

ADVs between November 15, 1988 and March 3, 1989.

Testing performed on ADVs during the Unit 3 event investigation

indicated that ADV testing and check of the subject isolation check valves

could be further enhanced by measuring the leakage flow rate across these

valves. The IST procedure for ADVs is being revised to require the

measurement of leakage flow rates from the subject isolation valves.

During the ADV testing program, back leakage of these check valves

was measured and found acceptable. No leakage was detected for the Unit 1 or

Unit 2 isolation check valves. For Unit 3 valves, leakage was found to be

less than 0.5 scfm. During the present refueling outage, the Unit 3 valves

will be refurbished to improve their leak tightness.

Prior to the restart of each respective unit, the inservice test

proc'edure will be conducted on the ADVs which will include observing the

Instrument Air/Nitrogen system isolation check valve performance, with

instrument air vented and.back leakage flow measured.

AIR OUALITY OF PNEUNATIC SUPPLY SYSTEM

During APS'nvestigations, small metallic slivers were found on one

ADV Nitrogen regulator's seat. Testing was conducted on the nitrogen system

supply to the ADVs to determine whether it met cleanliness requirements. The

results of the testing demonstrated that the nitrogen system is cleaner than

its Class C cleanliness requirements and contains no particles greater than 5

microns. The instrument air supply for Units 1 and 2 ADVs are presently

equipped with-3 micron filters. " In Unit.3 the=3~micron"filter-is being

installed during the present refueling outage. Analysis indicates that 5
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micron size particles in the nitrogen or instrument air systems would not be

detrimental to (i.e., the most sensitive pneumatic component in ADV operation)

ADV positioner operation. To ensure the integrity of the system filters, APS

will develop a PH task to change these filters every six months. This PH task

will be completed prior to each respective unit's restart.

Dewpoint, particulate and hydrocarbon tests were conducted on the

Instrument Air systems at Palo Verde pursuant to Generic Letter 88-14. APS

documented the results of the tests in its letter to the NRC dated April 27,

1989. As part of APS'esponse to Generic Letter 88-14, a limited scope

design review of the Instrument Air system wa's performed which indicated that

the quality of air delivered by the IA system meets or exceeds the

requirements of the design bases. The design review and testing indicated

that certain minor changes will enhance IA system air quality. As indicated

in the Generic Letter response, the present after filter internals will be

changed from the present 1 micron rated filter to a .45 micron rated filter.
This change will be incorporated into each unit before its restart from the

current outage.

A more detailed description of the analysis performed on the

Instrument Air system is contained in the Palo Verde report "Compressed Gas

System Evaluation and Analysis, Hay, 1989."

NITROGEN .ISOLATION VALVE LEAKAGE

In 1986, APS implemented a design change to reduce known leakage

from the ADV Nitrogen Accumulator isolation valves. The originally supplied

valves which were designed with packing were replaced with packless valves.

Since the installation of these valves, the leakage from the nitrogen

subsystem has been reduced.

The ADV Nitrogen accumulators were designed to accommodate 11
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openi'ngs within 10.5 hours of operation of the associated ADV when charged

with 400 psig of nitrogen. This design assumes certain system leakage. For

extra safety margin, APS keeps the accumulators charged with 600 - 650 psig of

nitrogen. As a prudent measure, to ensure nitrogen leakage does not exceed

that assumed in the design, APS will develop and implement a quarterly

surveillance test of the ADV Nitrogen subsystem to determine the leak rate of

the accumulators. This surveillance test will be prepared and implemented 'in

each unit before its restart from the present outage.

Another problem with the ADV Nitrogen Accumulator isolation valves

was known to APS before the Unit 3 event. The isolation valves were not

designed to open with differential pressure over the seat. Present system

design requires that the isolation valves be opened with line differential

pressure over the seat after testing of the ADVs with the accumulators
Ã

charged. The design of the valves makes it possible that the valve handwheel

could be turned to the open position, but unknown to the operator the valve

disc would remain on its seat, held there by pressure over the seat. To

preclude such an occurrence, proper valve opening sequence is controlled

administratively by procedural precautions and by yellow caution tags on each

valve.

APS has determined that a longer term correction is needed to

provide isolation valve opening without reliance on procedural precautions and

yellow caution tags. APS will evaluate the design of the ADV Nitrogen

subsystem, with emphasis on the accumulator isolation valve type and

placement, minimizing system leakage, and system pressure regulation. This

evaluation will be completed and any changes the evaluation recommends will be

implemented before the restart of the units after their next refueling outage.
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ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES AND STEAM BYPASS VALVES

VALVE HISTORY

APS researched its document resources to determine any previous ADV

problems that- would indicate a cause of the Unit 3 ADV failures to open. The

historical research indicated that previous problems with Palo Verde ADVs were

primarily in three categories: 1) the valve would not open or was difficult to

open, 2) the valve experienced oscillations in its operation, or 3) the

valve plug was believed to be sticking or binding. The two most beneficial

actions which had been taken to correct the ADV problems were: 1) allowing

steam to flow through the valves, or 2) stroking the valve numerous times.

Allowing steam to flow through the valves was believed to clean the piping and

valve internals of foreign materials left in the piping after construction.

Stroking the valves was believed to machine-in-place the valve internals such

that a smoother fit could be made between adjoining parts. The smooth fit
reduced the valve friction resisting valve opening.

Attachment 1 to this response is a tabulation of problems

encountered with the ADVs since 1983. The tabulation shows the problems found

and the actions taken to correct the problems. The tabulation shows that the

problems encountered were in the three major categories mentioned. The

emphasis of each corrective measure was directed toward what was believed to

be the cause of the difficulty in opening, plug sticking, or the valve

oscillation. The difficult-to-open analyses concentrated on high bonnet

pressure, with seal ring leakage as a subset of high bonnet pressure, and

foreign material in the valve internals causing high friction or seal ring

leakage. The valve oscillation analyses examined actuator stiffness, and

-water'ccumulation .in the piping-downstream of-the"ADVs causing-pressure

spikes.
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For the problems encountered with ADVs, APS took the corrective

measures recommended by the valve vendor or by consultants to resolve the

problem, unless there was disagreement among consultants, documented test

results did not support the recommended action, or such action was not

necessary to obtain acceptable valve performance. Documentation of the

decision making was not always detailed.. In some cases, APS relied on the

expertise of its engineers to assess, without documentation, the merits of

recommended'orrective actions. Successful testing of the ADVs after the

corrective actions had been taken indicated apparent effectiveness of
APS'ctions.

Unit 1 experienced problems during startup with valves being hard to

open. After a series of corrective actions and retests, the Unit 1 ADVs
E

tested successfully. Both Units 1 and 2 experienced problems with valve

oscillations. The corrective measures taken produced successful test

results. Unit 3 had no problems identified during the startup testing of the

ADVs.

Since commercial operation and prior to the Parch 3, 1989 Unit 3

event, all of Palo Verde's ADVs, with the exception of Unit 1 ADV-179 which

failed to open because of positioner problems, have opened when called upon

during operation and testing. All four Unit 1 ADVs operated in an August,

1988 transient event. Two valves called upon during a February, 1989, Unit 2

trip opened as designed. The four Unit 3 ADVs had not been operated since

startup testing.

The historical review was expanded to examine problems that Palo

Verde had experienced with its steam bypass valves, because these valves are

similar in design to the ADVs. CCI, the vendor of both the steam bypass

valves and the ADVs has informed Palo Verde that the ADVs and the steam bypass

valves do not have a comparable problem history. More specifically, CCI
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informed Palo Verde personnel that CCI has not seen as many problems in valves

with the smaller 10" plugs (the ADV design) as it has seen in valves with the

bigger 12" plugs (the steam bypass valve design).

The historical review of steam bypass- valve problems also revealed

that, in 1985, Combustion Engineering (CE) recommended that working valves not

be modified if they tested successfully. CE also recommended that the steam

bypass valves be cycled in an isolated condition once per month. Palo Verde

subsequently began cycling of its steam bypass valves. As a longer term

resolution, CE recommended that APS not modify its steam bypass valves until

the proposed design changes had been successfully tested at 'San Onofre Nuclear

Generating Station (SONGS). APS sent an engineer to SONGS to monitor valve

modification and testing. SONGS completed its valve modification and testing

in 1988. Afterward, APS prepared a temporary modification to be made on one

of its steam bypass valves at the next Unit 1 outage. At the time of the Unit

3 event, APS had prepared the modification documentation for implementation.

In summary, the historical review revealed that problems with the

ADVs.had been addressed by APS. The review also revealed that the failure to

open the ADVs, whether caused by excessive friction, high bonnet pressure, or

= other cause, continues to be a problem, even after corrective measures and

successful testing. After summary review of Palo Verde steam bypass valve

problems and the actions taken to correct those problems, APS believes its

actions were prudent and timely, considering the information, then available.

ADV TESTING

Beginning with Unit 1 and continuing through Units 2 and 3, APS has

conducted extensive investigation and testing,to determine the cause of the

failure of Unit 3 ADVs to open remotely. .The-investigation .included Unit 2
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even though the Unit 2 ADVs tested successfully after the Unit 3 event. The

purpose of the investigation was to give assurance that ADV design and

performance were thoroughly understood, so that effective action could be

taken. APS'nvestigation and testing of its ADVs produced the following

conclusions and corrective actions.

The problems identified with ADVs during the recent testing fall
into several categories. The categories are: 1) an extra spring in the valve

actuator (Unit 3), 2) packing gland followers seized -to the valve stem (Unit

3), 3) high bonnet pressure (Unit 1), 4) valve oscillations (Unit 1), and 5)

too small a demand signal imposed for too short a time to allow valve response

(Unit 3). The relative contributions of the above problem categories are not

determinable.

Three of the four Unit 3 ADVs were found to have an extra actuator

"spring installed. Investigation of Unit 3 ADV documentation revealed that a

design change had been implemented during the Unit 3 startup testing. The

design change was intended to remove one of three actuator springs in the

ADVs. The design change package was signed as completed; yet, the extra

springs were not removed. To ascertain whether other Palo Verde DCPs have

similar problems, APS will conduct a limited review of closure documentation

of DCPs that were closed during the same time frame as the ADV design change

package. Based on previous internal audits of its DCPs, APS believes that the

ADV problem is an isolated case. This additional limited review is expected

to substantiate the results of previous audits. To provide assurance that a

similar problem will be prevented, APS has examined current work control

. procedures and design change procedures. The previous audits and this recent
4

'examination determined that the present procedures are more stringent than

earlier procedures.

In each valve, the extra spring causes 1500-1700 additional pounds
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of force to open the valve. Vendor analysis indicates that the valves would

-have operated properly even with three actuator springs, absent other

problems. The Unit 3 ADVs were disassembled and the extra actuator spring was

removed. The Unit 1 and Unit 2 ADVs were disassembled and inspected for an

extra internal spring. Each valve was found to have only two springs.

Three of the four Unit 3 ADVs were found to have their packing gland

followers seized to the valve stem. The seized packing followers typically

required an additional 4000 pounds of force to operate the valve. The valve

packing in each Unit 3 ADV was replaced after the ADV testing.

High bonnet pressure was determined to be the major contributing

cause of ADV problems in Unit 1. The following corrective actions will be

taken to reduce excessive ADV bonnet pressure:

2.

3.

A modification will be implemented prior to the restart of

each unit which will increase the pilot valve capacity and

improve the present piston ring. These changes will cause

less steam leakage to the bonnet area and increase the

ability of the pilot valve to depressurize the bonnet chamber.

Prior to the restart of each unit, a new surveillance and

monitoring program will be developed for the ADVs. This

program will initially require monthly stroking of the ADVs

and weekly bonnet pressure measurements. This additional

testing will provide a high level of confidence of early

detection of increases in bonnet pressure.

APS will evaluate the results of the monthly ADV stroke test

and the weekly bonnet pressure checks following each unit's

restart. If the ADV stroke tests and bonnet pressure checks

indicate proper'ADV-performance,-APS..wil-l-'implement a

'uarterly surveillance test which will test the stroke and
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measure the bonnet pressure of the ADVs.

Because the Unit 3 ADVs were tested in Cold Shutdown conditions,

without actually exhausting steam through the valves as was done in Units 1

and 2, it was not possible to determine whether the Unit 3 ADVs had the

excessive bonnet pressure problem found in the Unit 1 ADV. The corrective

measures taken to address high bonnet pressure in Unit 1 will also be

implemented in Units 2 and 3. Other corrective actions for ADVs will also be

implemented in all three units.

During the performance of the ADV testing in Unit 1, several of the

valves exhibited damped oscillations. A major contributor to valve

oscillation was found to be the change in lifting force on the valve plug as

the plug moves upward. The change in lifting force is caused by the design of

the valve's disk stack. Increasing actuator stiffness was found to have the

greatest effect on mi.tigating oscillations. The stiffness of the actuator can

be increased by increasing the pneumatic supply pressure to the valve

'ositioner.The following corrective measures will be taken to prevent ADV

oscillations:

2.

3,

Prior to the restart of each unit, the unit's ADV disk stacks

will be modified to lessen the change in the lifting force as

the valve plug moves upward.

Prior to the restart of each unit, the pressure regulators in

the unit's ADV nitrogen system will have their pressure

setting increased from 95 psig to 105 psig. Instrument air

supply pressure is sufficient to mitigate oscillations.

During the stroke testing of the ADVs, the pressure of the

nitrogen supply system will be monitored.

"-During the ADV testing, "three ADV nitrogen -system regulators

exhibited excessive seat leakage in low flow situations. This leakage caused
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downstream pressure to rise to the setpoint of the downstream relief valve, in

turn causing nitrogen loss through the relief valve. APS investigation

revealed that the cause of seat leakage on two of the regulators was wear

damage of the seating surfaces. On the third regulator, small metallic slivers

were found on the regulator's seat. The following corrective measures will be

taken:

2.

3.

Prior to the restart of each respective unit, a preventive

maintenance (PH) procedure will be developed to calibrate

and test the regulators. The procedure will have the new

pressure setpoint of 105 psig. If there is regulator leakage

during unit operation, that leakage will be identified by the

quarterly surveillance to be performed on the ADV Nitrogen

system. If the surveillance identifies excessive leakage,

and there is indication that the leakage is caused by the

regulator, the PH can .be performed to calibrate and test the

regulator.

Prior to restart of each unit, the four regulators in the
r
unit will be tested for seat leakage, reworked and

recalibrated as necessary. The new preventive maintenance

procedure will also be performed on each regulator.

The nitrogen system pressure regulators have a maximum design

differential pressure of 595 psig. Before the Unit 3 event,

the regulators were operated at approximately 565 psig

differential pressure. There is sufficient margin in the

design of these g-class, safety related regulators that

problems will not result from operating the regulators near,

. but within. the design.differential'pressure limits. Any

probability of pr'oblems caused by operating the pressure
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regulator'ear its design limit will be lessened by raising

the downstream pressure setpoint from 95 psig to 105 psig, as

discussed
above.'ased

on the damage noted on the ADV nitrogen regulator seats, a

concern was raised during ADV testing regarding nitrogen system and instrument

air cleanliness. The results of ADV nitrogen system and Instrument Air system

evaluations are discussed above under the heading Air guality of Pneumatic

Supply System.

Hinor calibration problems were noted during ADV testing with the

ADV positioner. To provide for optimum perform'ance, a preventive maintenance

task will be developed. Prior to each respective unit's restart, this PH task

will be performed for each of the ADV positioner loops in each unit.

There was a question raised during the ADV investigation relative to

the need for easily readable local position indication at the ADVs. After

consultation with operations personnel and engineers, APS determined that the

existing local position indication is adequate for manual operation of the

ADVs. For manual operation of the ADVs, like remote operation, precise local

position indication is not predominantly important. Rather, the need for

valve position is determined by the effect valve position produces upon

overall plant condition. Control room operators monitor plant performance and

determine the need to adjust ADV position. In such circumstances that local

operation is needed, it is appropriate for the control room operator to

communicate such information to the auxiliary operator.

In the process of testing and other work performed on the ADVs and

supporting systems, APS concluded that plant operation would be enhanced by

the installation of ADV block valves. Installation of ADV block valves is in

process in Units 1 and 3.- The-installation wil:l&e~complete'before the units

are restarted. In Unit 2, the ADV block valves will be installed during its
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next refueling outage.

The information provided above summarizes the investigation and

testing work done by APS in response to the Unit 3 event. A more detailed

description of the investigation, testing, and corrective actions is contained

in the APS report, Atmospheric Dump Valve Engineering Analysis, March/April,

1989.

STEAM BYPASS CONTROL SYSTEM

The Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) was the subject of evaluation

by APS as part of the investigation and evaluation of the Unit 3 event. The

NRC has been furnished a copy of the evaluation report entitled "Steam Bypass

'Control System Overall Final Report," dated 5/6/89.

As a result of. the Unit 3 SBCS troubleshooting, APS determined that

the Group X Permissive Timer circuit card in the SBCS failed. The failure of

this circuit card caused the performance exhibited by the SBCS during .the

March 3 transient. The Allen-Bradley permissive timer card has been replaced

-in Unit 3. APS will perform a root cause of failure analysis on the timer

card and will request information from the vendor to determine the historical

reliability of the same type card and any failure trends indicated.

The SBCS design basis, system design, and industry practices were

reviewed. The review produced the conclusion that the SBCS for each unit is

performing as designed. The design is consistent with the design objectives

of the plant.

Historical SBCS documents were reviewed dating back to the initial

system commissioning. This review revealed no significant deficiency in the

method of startup testing, maintenance, or operation. As is frequently the

case with newly designed electronic systems, the SBCS experienced numerous

problems during the initial startup testing. These problems were corrected,
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and the system tested successfully. With one possible exception, problems

experienced since startup testing have been primarily with. poor tuning of the

control system for modulation of the steam bypass valves. The corrective

measures have been to optimize the tuning of the system setpoints. The one

possible exception is the failure of the SBCS in Unit 3 in July, 1988. A

problem was identified with the SBCS in SPEER 88-03-003, which documented the

APS investigation of the event. Due to a weakness in the investigation and

problem resolution process, the SBCS problem was identified but was not

assigned to a specific department for determination of root cause. The

investigation conducted as part of SPEER 88-03-003 indicated that the

identified problem was caused, in part, by a faulty flow transmitter that

feeds information into the SBCS. The weaknesses in the event investigation

and problem resolution process were identified, and corrective actions were

taken to improve the investigation and problem resolution process before the

Unit 3 event. These are discussed below under the heading INCIDENT

INVESTIGATION PROGRAM and in IIR 2-3-89-001.

Evaluation of the SBCS after the Unit 3 event determined that

certain actions should be taken to improve the performance of the system and

to prevent component failures such as the permissive timer card. The actions

are:

2.

3.

Prior to unit restart, the Permissive Timer will be replaced

and the timer's operation will be tested.

Prior to each unit's restart, the Unit 1 and Unit 2

Permissive timer will be tested.

Prior to Unit 2 restart, position indication for SBCS valves

will be reconnected to the temporary data acquisition system

(TDAS).

For all three units, prior to restart, the 18 month PM on the
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5.

6.

SBCS system, and the SBCS functional test will be performed.

Live steam stroke time testing on each steam bypass valve

will be performed, and twice monthly steam bypass valve

cycling will be implemented after restart.

Within 45 days after restart of each unit, permissive timer

testing will be added to the SBCS PH program. The PH

frequency on the SBCS will be changed from biennially to once

every refuel'ing outage.

Within 120 days after restart of the respective unit, 1) a

root cause of failure on Unit 3 permissive timer card will be

performed, 2) a PH for calibration of SBCS valve position

inputs will be established, and 3) reliability and

probability assessments will be performed to determine

recommendations of possible component replacement.

As part of its evaluation of the SBCS, APS evaluated the risks and

consequences of functionally testing the SBCS with the reactor at power. A

probabilistic assessment was performed considering the SBCS failure rate, Palo

Verde operational history, and the likelihood that the SBCS would be needed to

modulate the steam bypass valves. APS concluded that the risks of SBCS

failure were sufficiently low and the likelihood of needing the SBCS was

sufficiently high that functional testing of the SBCS should not be done with

the units at power. The transient imposed upon the plant caused by the

unavailability of the SBCS at a time of need would cause lifting of

pressurizer safety valves, even at low power levels. Evaluation of SBCS

reliability indicates that functional testing every refueling outage is

sufficient to maintain system reliability.
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AUXILIARYOPERATOR KNOWLEDGE OF ADV OPERATION

As a result of the Unit 3 event, APS performed an evaluation of its
auxiliary operator (AO) training program; specifically as that program relates

to manual operation of ADVs. Palo Verde documentation indicates that each of

the Unit 3 auxiliary operators on shift Harch 3, I'989 were qualified to,

operate valves in the Hain Steam System by on-the-job training (OJT). The

subject operators were qualified between December, 1984 and December, 1986.

This training covered operation of valves in the main steam system which

includes ADVs. The OJT included self study, (e.g, system descriptions and

operating procedures) system walkdowns, and a verbal check-out by a licensed

reactor operator; Palo Verde documentation does not specify whether the

subject operators'JT included step-by-step training on manual operation of

ADVs.

In 1987, the auxiliary operator training program was updated and

improved. As part of that improvement, qualifying auxiliary operators were

required to read designated, specially developed self study material. That

material included instructions for manual ope} ation of ADVs.

Difficulties the AOs encountered in performing manual ADV operation

indicate weaknesses in their training and a need for improvement. Evaluation

of AO training after the Unit 3 event revealed specific actions that can be

taken to improve the AO training program.

After receiving their qualifying check-outs, AOs were not receiving

continuing training on infrequently performed tasks such as manual operation

of ADVs. As a corrective measure for the'pecific Unit 3 event, the Palo

Verde Training Department has written a training lesson for the manual

operation of ADVs. This training lesson is in the form of a Job Performance

Heasure (JPH). Trained licensed operators have conducted individualized

training for each auxiliary operator to make sure the auxiliary operators are
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knowledgeable of ADV manual operation. The individualized training was done

using the JPH. APS will incorporate into its AO continuing training program

specific training on infrequently performed tasks. See the next section of

this report for further discussion.

INFRE(UENTLY PERFORMED TASKS

As part of APS'nvestigation and evaluation of the Unit 3 event,

Training department personnel, with the assistance of Operations department

personnel, examined 1032 tasks in the documented training materials assigned

to licensed reactor operators (ROs). The purpose of the examination was to

identify those tasks important to safety that are not frequently performed.

165 tasks were identified as meeting the subject criteria. These 165 were

examined more closely to determine if immediate review training was

necessary. The determination was based on the apparent adequacy of .past

training, the presence of good procedural guidance, and the time available for
the operator to examine the procedure document prior to task performance.

Three tasks were identified as needing immediate retraining. They were: 1)

operation .of ADVs from the control room and the remote shutdown panel; 2)

resetting a tripped essential auxiliary feedwater pump; and 3) initiation of

ESF functions from auxiliary relay panels. The Unit 3 event demonstrated the

need for immediate retraining on remote operation of ADVs. Eighteen tasks had

their continuing training frequency changed from biennial to annual, and

certain other tasks which had been subsets of bigger tasks were designated to

have their own specific task training.

Training personnel, with the assistance of Operations personnel

examined 464 tasks that are assigned to auxiliary operators, important'to

safety, and not frequently performed. Heeting the

tasks. Similar to the RO tasks, t'e 58 auxiliary

subject criteria were 58

operator tasks were
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evaluated to determine the need for immediate review training. Three tasks

were determined to need immediate retraining. They were: 1) manual operation

of ADVs; 2) resetting a tripped essential auxiliary feedwater pump; and 3)

manual operation of HSIV Bypass valves. The results of the Unit 3 event

confirmed that manual operation of ADVs was a task that needed immediate

retraining. Three tasks were identified as needing the frequency of

continuing training changed from biennial to annual. Other tasks, previously

not included in continuing training, were identified as needing to be included

in continuing training.
'I

Prior to the restart of each respective unit, APS will conduct

training for the reactor operators and for the auxiliary operators in that

unit. This training will include those tasks identified above as needing

immediate training. This training will be conducted using Job Performance

Heasures. Job Performance Measures have become a permanent enhancement to the

Palo Verde continuing training program for reactor operators and auxiliary
I

operators. This enhancement was added to Palo Verde training in 1988 as part

of the overall training improvement program. The training improvement program

is discussed below under the heading TRAINING.

By June 30, 1989, APS will have incorporated into its continuing

training program the items identified above. The continuing training

frequency will be changed for 18 reactor operator tasks and for 3 auxiliary

operator tasks.

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL OPERATION

Following the Unit 3 reactor trip and the failure of ADVs to operate

from the Control Room, licensed control room personnel dispatched an auxiliary
operator (AO) to the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) to ascertain if control of

the ADV's had switched to the RSP. When it was found that control of the
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ADV's had not switched to the RSP, a licensed operator directed an AO at the

RSP to perform specific manipulations of each ADV switch at the RSP. The

manipulations were performed by the AO as directed. The AIT Report (p. 35)

states the conclusion that the decision to use an AO to perform control from

the RSP was questionable for two reasons:

1. The AOs do not receive training on operation of the RSP; and

2. NRC Regulations restrict the operation of controls of a

nuclear power plant to licensed operatoi s.

APS concurs that the directions given to an AO to manipulate the ADV

switches at the RSP were improper because of the AOs lack of training on

remote shutdown panel operation. The Palo Verde Plant Director has issued a

memorandum to all Operations personnel, which states that AOs are not to

manipulate devices on the RSP unless they are in a training status and under

the direct supervision of a licensed operator. Prior to restart of Unit 2,

the procedure, "Conduct of Shift Operations", will be changed to incorporate

the instructions contained in the memorandum.

The second reason listed in the AIT report raises the question of
I

which NRC regulation applies to the manipulation of apparatus or mechanisms at

the RSP: i.e., does 10 CFR 50.54(i) which is referred to in the second reason

apply; or does the companion regulation, 10 CFR 50.54(j) apply. The latter
regulation permits the manipulation of apparatus and mechanisms that affect

the reactivity or power level of a reactor, but are not "controls", with the

knowledge and consent of a licensed operator or senior operator "present at

the controls."

Section 50.2 defines "controls" by type or function and the NRC in

providing guidance on the implementation of the phrase "present at the

controls" has further defined "controls" by location.

Regulatory Guide 1. 114 (Rev. 1, Nov. 1976) states: "All controls .
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. are readily available to the operator in the control room." [See also

Section 13.5. 1.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 (Rev. 3. 1976)];

With this limitation, on the location of "controls". 10 CFR 50.54(i)

must be read as though it said: "Only a licensed operator or senior operator

may manipulate the 'controls in the control. room'f any facility."
Two conclusions fall out from this regulatory definition of the

location of "controls". First, the apparatus and mechanisms at the RSP are

not "controls." Second, the manipulation of such apparatus and mechanisms is

not governed by 10 CFR 50.54(i). Rather, such manipulation is governed by 10

CFR 50.54(j); which permits the manipulation of such apparatus and mechanisms

that are not controls with the knowledge and consent of a licensed operator or

senior operator present at the controls.

LABELING OF LOCAL VALVES

Since before commercial operation of the Palo Verde units there has

been a program in place to label those plant valves manipulated by operators,

up to but excluding instrument 'valves and certain vendor equipment valves.

The valve .labels placed by this program were in addition to the valve labels

placed by the architect/engineer. As a result of this program, more than

. 15,000 valves in each of the units were labeled. By March 3, 1989, the

original valve labeling program was essentially complete. Two of the valves

operated by the AOs in the manual operation of ADVs on March 3, 1989 had been

labeled by the original labeling program. The valves not labeled were

excluded from the original program because they were outside the scope of the

original program.

During 1988, APS received a plant labeling guideline from INPO.

Pursuant to that guideline, APS drafted a new plant labeling program, which is

more extensive than Palo Verde's former valve labeling program. The new plant
\
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labeling program will label instrument valves, skid mounted equipment valves,

knife switches, and other plant equipment. At the time of the Unit 3 event,

the new plant labeling program was in the process of review and approval.
4

Circumstances of the Unit 3 event emphasized the importance of labeling plant

valves manually manipulated by operators.

In late 1988, APS set as one of its 1989 goals to complete the

development of the new plant labeling program. APS remains committed to its

goal to complete its new valve labeling program in 1989. Actual labeling of

plant equipment will proceed under the new program on an expedited basis. All

valves associated with manual operation of ADVs have been labeled.

LOCAL VALVE OPERATING PROCEDURES

Circumstances of the Unit 3 event demonstrated certain weaknesses in

Palo Verde's guidelines for manual operation of air operated valves. The

original intent for the operating guidelines was to provide only generalized

guidance. The Unit 3 event demonstrated that the guides could be used to

manually operate the ADVs; yet, those same events indicated that difficulties
could have been avoided by improved instructions.

APS has determined that each of its guidelines for manual operation

of air operated valves should be re-examined to determine whether the

guideline was genuinely needed and, if so, when the guidelines 'revision should

be completed. In consultation with shift operating personnel, the Plant .

Standards department has determined that guidelines for manual operation of

ADVs, MSIV bypass valves, Steam Bypass valves, and Feed Water Downcomer

Isolation valves were in need of immediate revision. Prior to each unit's

restart, guidelines for manual operation of these valves will be revised.
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S IHULATOR

Operator statements made during the Unit 3 event investigation

indicated a significant difference between actual ADV operational, response, as

indicated in the control room, and simulated ADV operational response, as

indicated in the training simulator.

Before the Unit 3 trip of March 3, 1989, 'the Palo Verde Training

Department Simulator group had a program in place to upgrade the Palo Verde

simulator. To make licensed operators aware of weaknesses in. the simulator's

fidelity while the upgrading was underway, training instructors informed

~ operator trainees that response times on the simulator would not always

replicate what they saw in the control room.

The software package for the current simulation is called Revision

15A. As delivered with the simulator, the ADV stroke time was set at 5

seconds. In February, 1986, based on plant operating experience data, the

stroke time to open ADVs was changed to 60 seconds and the stroke time to

close was changed to 20 seconds. No minimum demand signal and no time delay

in response was simulated. Based on the ADV testing done after the Unit 3

event, a minimum demand signal and a time delay was put "in the software to

replicate the delay between the time the ADV controller is manipulated in the

control room and the time actual valve movement begins.

As part of efforts to upgrade its simulator, APS began development

of a revised software package. This software package is called Revision 17.

Revision 17 has been used in simulator training whenever training scenarios

were being conducted which involved systems accurately modeled by Revision

17. The Revision 17 models proved impractical for use for dynamic simulation

of system interactions. In an effort to correct the deficiencies with them,

the models were withdrawn from use and training continued'on'the older-

Revision 15A. Revision 17 contains more complex modeling codes than Revision
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15A and more closely replicates actual plant operation. -After the ADV testing
described above, Revision 'l7 was updated to reflect the latest operational

data.

APS will continue to upgrade its simulator, working toward a 1990

completion date. The training simulator is'one aspect of Palo Verde's entire
training program. The Palo Verde training program is discussed further below,

under the heading TRAINING.

HANDWHEEL DIRECTION

APS recognizes the confusing nature of valves which open in the

clockwise direction. Investigation of the Unit 3 event revealed problems

attributable to differences in the opening direction of two ADVs located

side-by-side. The ADV handwheels were installed to accommodate the operation
'I

of both ADVs from one platform. To compensate for the confusion caused by

having valves side-by-side which open in opposite directions, APS had labeled

the valves and posted an operating guide near the valves. As a long term
I

corrective measure, APS will change the design of the manual valve mechanism

to have both valves open in the counter-clockwise direction. This design

change will be incorporated in each of the three units as material required

for the modification becomes available. APS estimates that the material will
be available by August, 1989. As an interim corrective measure, prior to the

units'estart APS will label the ADV valve handwheels with direction arrows

for opening.

HSSS OPERATING ENVIRONHENT

During investigation of the Unit 3 event, concerns were raised about

the operating environment of the Hain Steam Support Structure=-.(HSSS), in

general and the ADV area, in particular. The Hain Steam Support Structure is
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designed as an area in which there will be high noise levels and temperatures

during certain plant events. The Unit 3 event revealed a need to improve the

, equipment provided to AOs for communicating in high noise areas, such as the

ADV area. Prior to startup of each unit, APS will provide its auxiliary

operators radio ear plugs to enhance their ability to communicate when

required to work in high noise areas.

The water vapor that was observed by the auxiliary operators during

the manual operation of the ADVs came from two known sources in the HSSS. The "

Hain Steam Safety valves (HSSV) are designed to allow a small amount of steam

to leak through the valve's packing. As the steam condenses, it rises from

its source, below the 140'levation of the MSSS, t'oward the open top of the

area. The auxiliary operators observed this water vapor as it ascended past .

them toward the open top of the HSSS.

The other known source of water vapor in the HSSS is the joint
between the HSSV tail piping and the vertical stack for channeling the exhaust

up to the open air. Where the tail piping joins the exhaust stack there is
'not an air tight seal, by design. When a safety valve first opens, some

pressure i.s required to begin the stagnant air moving up the stack. The

amount of water vapor entering-the HSSS from the source is small and concluded

to be not enough to challenge the habitability of the HSSS.

AO - TOOLS

The Unit 3 event investigation indicated that the AOs were not well

equipped for the demands placed on them in manually operating the ADVs.

Consequently, APS has assessed auxiliary operators'eed for tools in the

performance of their work duties. With input from the auxiliary operators,

the Plant Director has developed a list of needed tools:--+The Plant Director

has directed each plant manager to purchase the specified tools and an
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equipment belt to be carried by each auxiliary operator watch. Prior to the
"

startup of each unit the tools will be supplied and, the auxiliary operator

turnover sheets will be modified to include a custody signature for each

turnover of the tools and belt. The Plant Director has communicated to all

operations personnel that a "cheater bar" will not be used for any valve

operation without the specific approval of the Assistant Shift Supervisor.

EHERGENCY LIGHTING

At Palo Verde, the Emergency Lighting .system is composed of three

parts: I) 8-hour (battery powered) emergency lighting,.designed to meet the

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix R; 2) 8-hour (battery powered)

emergency lighting installed to enhance operators'bility to shutdown the

plant, and 3) l-l/2-hour emergency lighting, designed to meet the Life Safety

Code. Fixtures containing 8-hour emergency lighting are located in those

areas of each unit which require operation of safe shutdown equipment and in

the access and egress routes to those areas. 8-hour emergency lighting

fixtures are also'ocated in areas in the unit where lighting will enhance

operator's ability to shutdown the unit from outside the control room. The

l-l/2-hour emergency lighting fixtures are located to accommodate safe egress

from a}eas in the event of a fire in such areas.

The essential lighting system is that portion of the normal lighting

system which is capable of being powered from the emergency diesel

generators. In the control room and at the remote shutdown panel the

essential lighting system provides 1001 illumination. In areas where there is

regulatory required 8-hr emergency lighting, Palo Verde design requires

essential lighting. This is due to the fact that the 8-hour emergency lights

are to float on the essential lighting panels. After a loss of power, when

power to the essential lighting is restored, the emergency lights go out.
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Hence, without essential fixtures in the same room with emergency units,'he
area would be dark after power to essential lighting is restored but before

power to normal lighting is restored. Access/egress routes are not a concern

however, since emergency lights will provide illumination to access safe

shutdown equipment prior to restoration of the diesel generator.

In other areas where local operation of equipment will enhance the
N

operators'apability to shutdown the unit, essential lights are not a part of

the Palo Verde design basis. Based on the Unit 3 sequence of events,

essential lighting in these areas has been determined to be highly desirable.

APS has adopted this enhancement for essential lights.

The essential lighting system is non-class IE but is powered from a

class 1E source. To meet the isolation requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.75,

the essential lighting system outside the control room and remote shutdown

panel area is shed from the class 1E source on a Safety Injection Actuation

Signal. For these'reas power is restored administratively by the operators.

For the control room and remote shutdown areas, essential lighting is

automatically restored during the diesel generator sequencing but remain

isolated from the class IE system by regulating transformers. A review of the

emergency and recovery procedures indicate that the present restoration

practices for essential 1'ighting, outside the control room and remote shutdown

panel areas, are effective.

During investigation of the Unit 3 event, APS determined that manual

operation of the ADVs by the auxiliary operators was hampered by insufficient

illumination of the area. APS conducted a comprehensive investigation and

analysis of its back-up lighting systems to determine the adequacy of lighting

in the ADV and other areas.

The lighting analysis has reconstructed the design bases of the
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lighting systems. Engineers and operators have walked down the Emergency and

Essential lighting in the plant. This walkdown was part of an evaluation to

determine any area in the plant that needed emergency or essential lighting
fixtures. The evaluation also determined whether the emergency lighting in

each area provided enough illumination for a person to perform the activities
specified in the safe shutdown procedures. The results of the lighting
analysis are being documented in the Essential and Emergency Lighting Report.

Lighting improvements and corrective actions described in that report will be

implemented by APS.

A reconstruction of the lighting situation that existed in the MSSS

on March 3, 1989 indicates that the Emergency lighting system was working as

it was designed. According to design, the normal and essential lights were

de-energized when the SIAS was generated. At that point the battery powered

emergency lighting was supplying illumination to those areas in which it was

installed. When power was restored to the essential lighting system, the

emergency lighting was de-energized. Because the bulb was burned out in the

essential lighting fixture in the south half of the MSSS, after the essential

lighting was re-energized, the 140'levation of the south room was dark,

except for light from the fixtures below the 140'levation coming up through

the floor grating.

Federal regulations and FSAR commitments were examined to determine

whether there is a requirement that an 8-hour emergency light be placed above

the ADVs, at the 140'levation of the MSSS. There are 1-1/2-hour emergency

lights on the 140'levation. Research indicates that the emergency lighting
in the control room and at the remote shutdown panel area satisfy the

redundancy requirements for operation of the ADVs as safe shutdown equipment.

In the event of a fire in the control room, the ADVs are designed to be

operable from the remote shutdown panel.
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The Palo Verde FSAR makes certain commitments concerning emergency

lighting. The FSAR indicates that 8-hour emergency lighting will be supplied

in all areas needed for operation of safe shutdown equipment. In the case of

the ADVs, these areas are the control room and the remote shutdown panel.

Palo Verde FSAR further indicates that an 8-hour emergency light will be

provided in Fire Zones 74A and 74B. These fire zones are the north half and

the south half of the HSSS above the 100'levation. The 8-hour lights in the

HSSS, in both Zones 74A and 74B, fulfill the FSAR commitment..

Testing of emergency lighting is designed according the to the

intended function of the lights. 8-hour emergency lights are tested to meet

an 8-hour minimum burn time; I-I/2-hour emergency lights are tested to meet a

1-1/2-hour burn time. Palo Verde documentation of testing performed on the

l-l/2-hour emergency lights at the 140'levation of the MSSS indicate that

l-l/2-hour testing was performed. 8-hour emergency lights in the appropriate

areas were tested for 8 hours.

'uringthe lighting investigation, it was discovered that the

electrolyte level was low in the HSSS emergency light batteries. It was also

discovered that the quarterly preventive maintenance tasks on the HSSS

emergency and essential lights had been waived five consecutive quarters.

Further investigation revealed that in the PN procedures for emergency and

essential lighting, the lighting in the HSSS had been grouped with the

lighting in the containment building. Because the containment building is

inaccessible during power operations, the PHs are waived during those

periods. With the HSSS lights grouped with containment lights, every waiver

of containment lighting included a waiver of MSSS lighting. APS concludes

from its investigation that inadequate PH on the emergency and essential

lighting in the HSSS was a contributing cause for the dark .conditions in the

Unit 3 HSSS on March 3, 1989.
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As corrective measures for the emergency lighting system and the

essential lighting system, APS has done or will do the following:

1. The maintenance task for emergency lighting will be modified

to separate the containment building from the HSSS.

2.

3.

Regular maintenance procedures will be generated to group

replace bulbs with long life bulbs at periodic intervals,

rather than replacing bulbs as they burn out.

The preventive maintenance program will be modified to

require the approval of the unit's Plant Hanager before a PH

task .can be waived. For PHs on common facility equipment,

waiver will require approval of the Director of Nuclear

Production Support. Maiver of PHs on computer equipment will
require approval of the Director of Plant Standards. Palo

Verde management has provided direction to the same -effect as

an interim measure until the program revision is completed.

4. The corrective actions specified in the Essential and

Emergency Lighting Report will be implemented.

-To provide an additional level of assurance that there will be light
in the ADV area, APS has installed an 8-hour emergency light above the ADVs at

the 140'levation of the HSSS. This lighting will only be needed in the

event that it becomes necessary to manually operate the ADVs and the essential

lighting system is de-energized. In such circumstances, the 8-hour battery

powered light will provide illumination needed by the auxiliary operators to

manually operate the ADVs.

SEAS PANEL INDICATION

APS investigation revealed that during the'Unit 3 event the Safety

Equipment Actuation Status (SEAS) panel indicated that certain components
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failed to reposition as required, even though the control board indication for

the same components indicated that the components had repositioned properly.

The cause of the inaccurate indication was that limit switches were

out of adjustment. To provide assurance that the SEAS will perform its design

function, APS will incorporate the SEAS indicating devices into its current

Subgroup Relay Functional Testing program. The period for each SEAS indicator

to be functionally tested is presently being evaluated. The period depends in

part upon the specific indicator and will be specified in the Subgroup Relay

Functional Testing program. Incorporation of the SEAS into the Subgroup Relay

Functional Testing program will be complete for all three units by January 31,

1990.

VALCOR CONTAINHENT ISOLATION VALVES

APS investigation revealed that after'he Unit 3 event certain

Valcor containment isolation valves were not indicated closed in the control
C

room. APS had previously identified a problem with this position indication.

The Palo Verde Section XI testing program tests the position indication as

well as the stroke time for all safety related valves such as the containment

isolation valves. The present Section XI program is sufficient to regularly

identify indication problems with containment isolation valves. A

modification to improve Valcor valve position indication will be approved and

will be implemented on a priority basis. APS intends that the modification

will be implemented during each units next refueling outage.

SWITCHYARD CONTROL

After noting that the PVNGS Switchyard is under the control of the

Salt River Project Agricultural Improvement and Power=.District-(SRP) and that
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SRP performs any needed maintenance in the yard, the AIT Report states:

"ANPP needs to change this practice because licensees
are responsible for activities which can challenge
safety systems."

In response 'to this comment APS acknowledges its license

r'esponsibilities for switchyard activities that could impact safety, including

the responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the PVNGS switchyard

by SRP. APS further acknowledges that the coordination and communications

between APS and SRP must be improved.

APS has disc'ussed the matter with SRP. SRP management has acknowledged

its obligations to coordinate its switchyard activities with APS.

Accordingly, APS and SRP have agreed upon a revised pro'cedure to improve the

coordination and communications between APS and SRP and, further, to provide

for APS oversight of SRP's switchyard activities.

RESETTING SWITCHGEAR

Investigation of the Unit 3 event and the Harch 5, 1989, Unit I trip
revealed that operators experienced difficulty in resetting a generator

protective
relay.'s

an immediate corrective measure for weaknesses in the operations

staff's knowledge of resetting switchgear protective relays, the most recent

six week training cycle incorporated classes conducted by members of the

Protective Relay and Control group. The Protective Relay and Control group

lessons on resetting switchgear relays will be incorporated into the six week

training schedule for periodic repetition. These lessons will be a permanent

improvement of the Palo Verde operations training program. Before the restart

of the respective units, each operating shift crew of the unit will be

trained, using the protective relay training lesson.
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RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS

Investigation of the Unit 3 event revealed a weakness in equipment
II

availability and the ability of Radiation Protection department personnel to

perform radiological assessments in the Satellite Technical Support Center

(STSC) in loss. of power situations. In the STSC, emergency radiological

assessments are made using a HESOREM computer program. The program is run on

a personal computer in the STSC. Readings from radiation monitors are

supplied in the STSC by a PDP-ll (RHS minicomputer). The minicomputer reads

data from the local radiation monitors. At the time of the Unit 3 event, the

personal computer and the mini-computer were powered by no'n-class power

sources. The Radiation Protection (RP) Monitor in the STSC could not use the

HESOREH program, and he could not get input from the mini-computer. To

provide power to the STSC personal computer and the RHS mini-computer during

loss of power events, APS will change their power source. Prior to each

unit's restart, the minicomputers will be connected .to Class IE power. The

STSC personal computer will be supplied with a non-interruptible power supply.

When the RP Monitor realized he could not get readings, he requested an

RP technician to go to radiation monitors RU-139 and RU-140 and obtain

readings. The RP technician proceeded to the post-accident monitoring unit

(PAMU) cabinets which house the subject radiation monitors. The portable

indication and control units which are required to obtain readings from the

radiation monitors in the PAHU cabinets are specially designated Kaman

Electronic portable indication and control units (KEPIC). The KEPICs are kept

inside the PAHU cabinets. Using her flashlight, the RP technician could not

find a KEPIC inside the PAHU cabinet. The RP technician notified the RP

Monitor in the STSC that she was unable to obtain local readings from RU-139

and RU-140. She proceeded to the RP control center to attend to other urgent

monitoring needs caused by loss of power. When the RP Monitor learned that he
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could not get local readings from RU-139 and RU-140, he continued the dose

rate calculation using default values and information from Unit 2.

It should be noted that Palo Verde distinguishes portable indication and

control units (PICs) from KEPICs. Both are portable indication and control

units. Yet, the KEPICs are specially designed such that their connecting plugs

will fit the radiation monitoring units at the PAHU cabinets. For that

reason, the KEPICs are specially designated and separately stored in the

storage spaces inside the PAHU cabinets. The connecting plugs of the PICs are

designed to fit other radiation monitors scattered throughout the plant. The

RP technician has stated that she was knowledgeable of the distinction at the

time of the Unit 3 event.

As the RP Honitor in the STSC continued his dose rate calculation, he

made a number of errors that resulted in projected site boundary dose rates

being lower than what would have been projected absent the errors. The dose

assessment issue is described in detail in IIR 2-3-89-001. APS has

implemented the following actions to correct the identified errors:

1. Once per calendar quarter, the OJT qualified leads in each unit
- will administer dose assessment scenarios, which will be supplied

by the Palo Verde emergency planning group, to those RP technicians

in each unit specified by RP management as qualified for RP Honitor

duties. Documentation of the administration of these training

sessions will be kept by Training Records.

2. Additional corrective actions as outlined in IIR 2-3-89-001.

VOLUHE =CONTROL TANK GAS STRIPPER LEAKAGE

After the loss of power in the Unit 3 event, 'APS personnel reported the

presence of high noble gas levels in the radwaste building and the auxiliary

building. APS investigation identified the Volume Control Tank gas stripper
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as the most likely source of the noble gas.

Previously, the major source of gas leakage had been identified by

engineering in Unit I,to be associated with the gas stripper. Specifically,
the vendor torquing requirements for body to bonnet and flange bolts were

found to be much lower than the values specified in the general site torquing

procedure. The affected bolts were re-torqued to the site torque

requirements. Prior to restart of Units 2 and 3,the body to bonnet bolts and

flange bolts associated with the gas str'ipper will be torqued, iri accordance

with the site torque requirements.

Additional testing was performed on the Unit I gas stripper. The gas

stripper was isolated and the system pressurized with 100 psi nitrogen.

System joints and valves were snooped for leaks. Leaks were corrected by

tightening, adjusting or replacing packing, by tightening joints, and by

tightening or adjusting seals and gaskets. These same corrective actions will
be performed in Units 2 and 3 prior to each units respective restart.

RSP LOUD AUDIBLE ALARN

APS'- investigation revealed that the alarm at the remote shutdown panel

(RSP), noted in the AIT report, is the Steam Generator Low Pressure Pretrip

alarm. This alarm sounds at the remote shutdown panel when steam generator

pressure is approaching the setpoint for the Hain Steam Isolation signal. The

purpose of the alarm is to warn the operator that pressure is approaching the

main steam isolation setpoint and to remind him that he should reduce the

isolation setpoint. The isolation setpoint should be reduced in 200 psi

increments. This ability 'to reduce the isolation setpoint allows a controlled

cooldown without incurring a main steam isolation. When the steam generator

is cooled down below 50 psig, no further reduction is possible or needed.

Because there is no operating bypass for this alarm, after steam generator
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pressure is reduced below 50 psig, the alarm will come in and continue to

sound until an operator pulls designated fuses located in the rear of the RSP.

Under normal operating circumstances, there is no need to use the remote

shutdown panel for plant cooldown. There is enough time and personnel to pull

the appropriate fuses soon after steam generator pressure reaches 50 psig. In

the circumstances that existed after the Unit 3 event, the appropriate fuses

were not pulled because the area .had been quarantined.

APS considers the design of Steam Generator Low Pressure Pretrip alarm

sufficient.to meet its design purpose.

'REVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM) PROGRAM

Before the Unit 3 event, APS had a review in progress of its PH

program. The purpose of the review is to compare the present PH procedures to

the current vendor recommendations concerning the subject equipment, and to

improve the program by enhancing its usefulness using predictive and

reliability centered maintenance techniques.

As a result of the APS investigation of the Unit 3 event, certain PH

tasks received immediate attention. These PM tasks were those which are

performed on the Instrument Air system, the Emergency Lighting system, the

Essential Lighting system, the SBCS, and the electrical components that affect

the Fast Bus Transfer, the Reactor Power Cutback System, and the reactor

coolant pumps. For each component, the respective vendor's recommended PH

tasks were compared to the Palo Verde PM tasks, and tasks not previously

formally recommended by the vendor and tasks determined to be valuable based

on Palo Verde experience were added to the existing program, unless already

included.

APS investigation of the Unit 3 event revealed a need to 'hav'e more

stringent controls on the waiver of PHs. To provide additional assurance that
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any PH waiver will receive careful engineering attention, the PH

administrative control program will be modified to require the appropriate

department director's approval before a PH can be waived.

An effort was begun under the direction of the Unit 2 Plant Manager to

identify PMs in Unit 2 that had been scheduled but not performed as

scheduled. This effort covered every system in Unit 2. After identification
of PHs meeting the subject criterion, the Unit 2 Plant Hanager directed his

staff to complete the PHs identified and requested the Engineering Evaluation

Department to evaluate the effect prior waivers may have had on equipment.

Before the restart of Unit 2, this effort will be complete and all PHs so

identified will be completed and up to date or a justification for not

completing will be approved by the Plant Manager. The same action will be
I

completed before the restart of Units I and 3.

APS work on improving its PH program has addressed or will address as

implemented the issues raised by the AIT report concerning lighting PHs,

switchgear PHs, and other systems in the Palo Verde PH program. Improvements

made on specific system PH tasks are discussed above under the pertinent

sections (e.g., Atmospheric Dump Valves).

COMMUNIGATIONS

The Palo Verde Plant Director has issued a Plant Guideline No. 7 for

required formality in communications and plant operations. This policy

guideline reiterates and supplements the standing Palo Verde policy. The

Training Department will place new emphasis on communications when training

personnel using recent events and new training material. The Conduct of Shift

Operations procedure will be modified before the restart of Unit 2 to more

fully address the precepts of good formal communications.

The Plant Director investigated the radio communication channels and the
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amount of communication traffic on the channels. Each reactor unit has a

unique designated frequency for operations radio communication. The only

traffic on that radio frequency is the operators in that unit, and others

approved by the operators. This small number of communicators on the radio

channels minimizes interference from other sources. The only interference

that should be experienced in the use of these channels is the noise of

equipment. Prior to restart, APS will provide the auxiliary operators with

radio ear plugs to facilitate radio communications in noisy environments.

A radio repeater system was installed in Unit I to facilitate radio

communications in areas where radio communications would otherwise be

difficult and has proved effective. Repeater systems will be installed in
N

Units 2 and 3 by December, 1990.

UNIT 3 ITEHS

Investigation to determine why one Hain Steam Relief valve lifted during

the Unit 3 event at a pressure setpoint below its Technical Specification

setpoint is still in progress and will be completed before the restart of Unit

3.

During the Unit 3 event, operators were unable to operate a HSIV bypass

from the control room. APS is investigating the cause during the present Unit

3 refueling outage. Before restart of Unit 3, APS will complete this

investigation, evaluate the significance of the failure and implement

corrective actions.

The NRC (AIT report, 'p. 59) noted that there was a 34 minute delay from

the report of the SIAS and the time when the Shift Supervisor declared the

Notification of Unusual Event. A review of the event indicates that the Shift

Supervisor acted approp'riately by directing his attention 'and-taking the

necessary time to stabilize plant conditions. The NRC has noted that the
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event was complicated. Placing the plant in a stable condition, required the

use of several procedures as well as EPIP-02 and EPIP-03.. It should be noted

that despite the complicated nature of this event, the actions taken by the

Shift Supervisor allowed the plant to be stabilized and the emergency

notification terminated in less than two hours from the onset. APS believes

that the Shift Supervisor's actions were appropriate and that staffing levels

are adequate.

Other Unit 3 items are being investigated and evaluated. during the

present refueling outage. Reactor coolant pump seals and control room

indications are being examined and evaluated. Any issues identified during

the refueling process will also be examined and evaluated. These items will

be resolved with appropriate corrective action before Unit 3 is restarted.

INCIDENT INVESTIGATION PROGRAN

In December, 1988, APS and NRC held a management meeting to discuss

issues pertinent to the management and operation of Palo Verde. One of the

.topics discussed was'he Incident Investigation Program. A number of events

occurring -at Palo Verde had indicated to APS that the program established for

investigating significant events had some weaknesses. Some NRC investigations

had also revealed weaknesses in the event investigation process.

In response to the observed problems, APS began the development of an

improved investigation program. APS sent some of its personnel to special

training programs to learn investigative techniques tailored for operating

nuclear plants. In the December, 1988 meeting, APS presented to NRC the work

that had been done on the new event investigation program and the schedule for

completing what remained. APS informed NRC that, as of December, I988, the

final draft of .the new program document had been -completed and-was then being

examined by Palo Verde managers and supervisors for comments and approvals.
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The major features of this program were presented to the NRC in the

management meeting. The program features are also described in a letter from

APS to the NRC, dated December 23, 1988.

The new Incident Investigation Program was implemented at Palo Verde on

March 1, 1989'. It is believed that prior weaknesses -in event investigations

will be corrected by the program, and the lower threshold for investigations

will serve to reduce the number of recurrences of similar problems. The new

program specifically addresses lessons learned from the old program. Examples

of features in the new program are: 1) The new program requires the

assignment of specific responsibility for resolution of each concern

identified in the investigation 2) The concerns are then tracked to

completion. 3) The new program establishes trending of recurring causes of
plant problems. 4) The new program implements formal approaches to event

investigations. The effectiveness of the program will be subjected to

continuing evaluation and appropriate changes will be made to increase its
effectiveness.

TRAINING

In the December, 1988 management meeting, APS presented to the NRC

information regarding the work being done to improve the Palo Verde training

programs. Prior events had demonstrated the need to make improvements in

training to accomplish the following:

1. Develop fundamental knowledge in all important areas

2. Provide training for beginning level positions and for first line

supervisor positions

3.

4,

5.

Provide adequate detail for On-the-Job training knowledge

Provide accurate simulator training

Develop clear identification of and training on infrequently
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performed tasks
'.

Provide, proper sequencing of program content to provide

prerequisite skills and knowledge.

APS has been developing methods for improving its training programs.

The Palo Verde training programs have been evaluated by INPO, and APS has used

INPO recommendations to make improvements to its training programs. Palo

Verde Training Department has established a task force designated to develop
E

specific improvements that can be incorporated into the present training

programs. Presently'he training task force has developed actions and

scheduled implementation dates to accomplish the following general objectives:

l. Improvement of the qualification program to ensure that the

site meets a clearly defined commitment to qualification of its employees

2. Taking special temporary action to complete initial training for

all positions

3. Improvement of management controls for the administration of

accredited training programs

4. Establishment of management action group to provide timely

. assessment of training problem areas

5. Educating managers and supervisors of qualification requirements

6. Ensure timely reports on training attendance and course completion

to plant management

7. Establishment of training cycles for each discipline

8. Including operating experience of Palo Verde and other nuclear

plants in the continuing training program

9. Making the provisions and resource allocations necessary to upgrade.

the fidelity of the plant simulator

All of the above mentioned general objectives are presently being

pursued with specific action to be implemented by December 31, 19&9. In
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addition, Palo Verde management is initiating an interchange of licensed

personnel between the Training and Unit Operations departments. Hany of the

actions were underway before Harch 3, 1989. Other s were initiated after Harch

3, 1989.

SUHNARV

APS has performed'ests, evaluations, and analyses to address the issues

raised by its own investigations of the Harch 3, 1989 Unit 3 event and the

Harch 5, 1989 Unit 1 event. The work has addressed the issues delineated in

the AIT report and many more. APS has taken or initiated actions to correct

problems found and make other desired improvements.

Hany of the corrective actions taken during the current outages were

begun before the recent events, and are founded on broader-based action

plans. The need to make broad-based improvements and methods to make those

improvements were the subjects of the December, 1988 management meeting

between the NRC and APS.

APS has continued its pursuit during the current outages and made

substantial headway in accomplishing the goals it outlined in the December,

1988 meeting. APS has: improved its methodology for management

self-assessment at Palo Verde; added eight new individuals to the Palo Verde

management team, who collectively bring with them over 100 years of nuclear

operating experience; implemented an expanded and improved incident

investigation program; made needed improvements to its radiation protection

program; continued to improve engineering effectiveness using its system

engineer program; employed a new guality Assur ance director and increased the

involvement of oversight organizations; and continued major improvements to

the Palo Verde training program. These improvements are broader than the

specific items addressed in the AIT report. Yet, many of the broad-based
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improvements address and encompass the AIT concerns.

Correlation between specific issues raised in the AIT report and the

actions taken by APS which address those issues is provided in Attachment 2 to

this report;
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History/cal Review of the ldenlification and Resolution ot Problems Surrounding AOV Operation

DESCAIPTIOtl OF I IOOIFICATIOtt

SONGS 2 hfODIFICATIONSTO INCREASE
PILOT VALVEAREA hlODIFYPISTON RING
GAP (FIELD CIIANGE 1396)

PROBLEM BEING ADDRESSED

VALVESTENDTO'STICK ATPILOT
SONGS 2 MOOS MADETO REDUCE
LEAKAGEPAST PISTON RING INTO
BONNETANDINCREASE FLOW THROUGH
PILOTTO REDUCE PRESSURE

PROPOSED BY/REFEAENCE AESOLVED7

CCI /FIELDCHANGE REQUEST
1 396 (6/83)

co Mta ENTsrcotlcLUstotls

I. MODIFICATIOtlS tAAOE Itl 1984 1906.
2. PAEVEtfTEDt IAGtIIIUDEGF PAGBLEt IAT

ANPP llfATSCtIGS HAO BUT GIO M)TSGL'IE
ALLPROBLEhts.

V/AVESPRING 17.4 PH htATERIALWAVE
SPfl~ fG ADDEDUNDCA PISTGN RING TO
HOLD RING IN ENERGIZED POSITION

UPGAADE PILOT VALVESPRING TO 1100
LBF EXTBIDED

RCPLACE PtlELL"TlC ACAJATGfISWITH
DC t.'GTGffCPEr&TOrtS

STEUJTE COATPLL6 EXfERIGff

ORAI;rS AflOTrtkf'S GFF COCCI AIGE
PIPlt<u

LEAKAGEPAST PISTON RING DUE TO
PISTON RING NOT ENERGIZING

EXCURSIONS GF VALVEMAYCLOSE PILOT
LEADINGTO fIIGIIERBONNETPRESSURES

PROVIDE FOR 'STlFFER ACTUATORTO
PREVENT OSCIILATIONS

INCREASE CCRFrOSCH RESISTANCE CF
PLUG - SltlCE PISTGN RING SEALS
AGAlhSTOO. OF PLLG. ANYCGAftGSION
PITflNGWILLINCAEASE PISTON RING
LEAKAGEANO REDUCE POTENTIALFOR
BINDING

WATER ACCUMULATIONCOUlDLEADTO
PAESSUAE PULSES ACCEISRATINGPLUG
V/HIGHLEADS TOOSCILLATIONS

CCI I PVNGS-JBH t 103.32
(0/1 9/03)

V-CE-32738 (0/12/05)

CCI/LETfERTO BECIfTEL
(6/1 0/8 5)

CRANE VAI.VE/ UNIT 1 REPORT
(5/7/85)

CCI I V.CE-33007

( I 0/4/05)

CCI/CRANE LETfER UNIT I

(5/7/0 5)

%S

1. CCI NEVEARECCI./.tctIDcO FGR ADV
2. INSTALLON SBCVs BUT DIDNOT It.1PAOVE

PEAFORI.IAIICE.
3. CCI CUAAENTLYDOES tOT RECOh'II.ENO

'HS

TO CORRECT PISTON RING LEAKAGE.

1. LES ORISKELLDISAGREED BAScD GN PILOT
VALVEFAfUNGOPEN CN LOSS GF PtlEUt IATIC
PAESSUAE.

2. CCI NO LONGER RECGh'/4ENDS THIS FOR
SAME REASON.

3. DOES NOT FIX CAUSE OF EXCURSIGNS.

1. INSTALLEDADC h'OTCR ACTUATCRON CNE
UtllT I VALVEFOR DEMONSTRATION.

2. DFVELOPEO OCPs TO FULLYASSESS MODIFI~

CATION.
3. NOT INSTALLEDBASED GN COST-BENEFIT

ASSESSMENT.
4. RELIABIUTYWOULDNOT HAVE BEEN-

IMPROVED.

1. ALLAOVPLUGS STELUTE COATEO.

2. OUE TO RELATIVELYLmLECORROSION GN
NEW VALVES,PROBABLYNOT IMPORTANT

DURING SIU, BUT ENSURED LONG TERt.f
PERFORMANCE

3. LATER tAOD MADETOSBCVs.

1. INSTALLEDPER DCP

2. DIDNOT SOLVE PROBLEM WITHOSCILLATIGNS

4'STALLVGLLt.tEBIXrSTulS TOACTUATGA rhfpROvE posITIONCAs ABUTYTo CGhf LES DAISKELLIAEPGATON
BATVALVEINSTABIUTY UNIT 2 TESTltlG (7/10/05)

1. NO VOLUMFBOOSTERS AVAILABLETHATWERE

QUALIFIED.
2. POSITIONER COULD BE IMPROVED BYOTHER

OPTIONS (i.o. RAISING PRESSURE, REMOVING
FILTER REGULATOR).





Historical Rcvlcw ol tho Idcntilication and Resolution ol Problems Surrounding ADV-,Operation

DESCRIPTION OF I.IODIFICATION PROBLEM BEING ADDRESSED
Eut.ttNATE LGY/cR RING OF VALVEPACK- REDUCE FRICTION CAUSED BYPACKING
ING ANDREPtACE WITHMETALIJCSPACER FORCES FROM1500 LBF TO 800 LBF

TO INCREASE MARGINFOR VALVE
OPERATlGN

PROPOSED BY/REFERENCE
CCI/LETKRTO BECHTEL

(6/1 0/8 5)

RESOLVED'
ro

COMhlENTS/CONCLUSIOIIS
1. troT cot@IDEAED GGGD 5lx stt tc 6 pAclsrG

LEAKSWOULDItICRE/~E.
2. NEVER FORtiQLLYRECOtII.IEtIDEO BY CCI.

EXTERNALPILOT VALVE INCREASE PILOT VALVECv. KEEP PILOT LESS ORISKFLL/REPORT GN
FROM BEINGAFFECTEOBYVALVEPLUG UNIT 2 TESTING (7/18/85)
hIOVEhr&fTS

1. RECOMMENDEOGNLYIF PROBLEM RECURS." ~

IT DID NOT.
2. CCI WAS AGAINSTTHIS IDEA.
3. TESTING DATADID NGT INDICATEPROBLEM

WtTH PILOT VAI.VECv.

tNCREASE ACTUATORAIR PRESSURE GENERATE MCRE FORCETGOVERCCME
ANYBINDING

V-CE-32738 (8/12/85)
BfCHTEL LETTER (8/30/85)

DCP OJ-SG-138

1. REPLACED FILTER REGUtATOR INCREASIttG
IATO VALVEFROhl 85 TO 110 PSIG.

2. INCREASE N2 PRFSSURE FROM 80 TO
95 PSIG.

3. ALLTESTING SAT. ON UNIT2 FOLLOY/ING
CHANGES.

REPLACE POSI1lGNER FILTER REGULATOR INCREASE VOLUMEOF AIR TO PGSI-
Y/ITHFILTER TIGtlER TO httNlhtIZE POTENTIALFOR

OSCILLATIONS

BECHTEL I OCP OJ.SG-135 1. IMPLEhlENTEDGN ALL3 UNITS.
2. TESTING ON UNIT2 ANDUNIT3 RESULTED IN

NOOSCtllATIGNSAFTER htGOIFICATIGN IAltOE

UNITL 1989.

DOUBLE PtLOT VALVEFLOYIAREA(FROM
2.5 in2 TO 4.9 in2

INCREASEO PILOT VALVEAREAWILL
VENT)AORESTEAM FROM BONNET
(CGN'ENSATE FOR PSTON LEAKAGE)

CCI/LET|ER TO BECHTEL
(6/'I 0/85)

1. BASED GN 1HEORETICALHYPOTHESIS THAT

COULD NOT BE VERIFIEO BY PAST DATA.

2. LES DRISKELLSTATED ITWOULD ENTAIL
RISKS.

3. CE 8 BECHTEL RECOMMENDEDWAITFOR
SONGS TO EVALUATE.

I'/ELDDISK STACK ABOVE BOTTOhl 8 DISKS SMOOTH OUTCv|RANSITON. CURRENT CCI, CE. BECHTELI
23 TO 36. hlOD(FIED WOULD BE 23 TO CCILETTER TO QECHTEL

29. WOULDHELP OSCILlATION (6/10/85)
PROBLEM. BECHTEL LETTER (9/23/85)

1. RECGVAlENDEOAT NEXTCCNVENIENT OUTAGE.

2. NOT CONSIDERED AVAI.VEGPERABIU|Y
CONCERN.
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Attachment 2

Augmented Inspection
Team'eport/ResponseCross-Reference

Concern from NRC AIT Re ort

IV p. 19
Unit 1 concerns

Unit 1 Trip p. 4

2)

3)

V.A p. 22
Reliability of SSO relays

1) VI.B.6. a
"ANPP needs to perform a comprehensive
study of power source reliability
improvement recommendations. Further,
ANPP needs to improve the reliability
of the fast transfer feature. These
actions are necessary to reduce the
probability of placing the plants in
natural circulation."

Trip of Yard
Breakers p. 4

Electrical
Distribution System
p. 6.

4)

5)

B) VI.B.4.a
Engineering needs to understand, and
take action to deal with as necessary,
the reasons for the drop in instrument
air pressure to 64 psi shortly after
loss of instrument air compressors.

A) VI.B.1.d
During the inspection it became
known that the licensee had removed
the Instrument Air/Nitrogen System
isolation check valve from the
Inservice Testing (IST) Program.
The licensee needs to submit IST
program revisions to include
testing of these important check
valves.

Instrument Air
Pressure Drop p. 9

Instrument Air
/Nitrogen Check
Valves at the ADV
p. 11

6)

7)

8)

VI.B.4.b
Engineering needs to assess the adequacy
of measures to assure an adequate instrument
air quality at locations of close tolerance
air devices

ADV Nitrogen Subsystem
Leakage p. 31

VI.B.1. a
The ADVs have exhibited a history of
unreliability and problems over the
years which were not adequately resolved by

Air guality of
Pneumatic Supply
Systems p. 12

Nitrogen Isolation
Valve Leakage p. 13

Atmospheric Dump
and Steam Bypass
Valves p. 15



Concern from NRC AIT Re ort APS Res onse

8) VI.B.l.a (Continued)
the licensee. In addition, valve
manufacturer, Architect/Engineer, and
consul, tant recommendations to improve ADV
reliability have not been implemented by
the licensee.

9)

10)

12)

13)

14)

VI.B.l. e
The licensee needs to reevaluate their
practices for periodic testing of the
ADVs; particularly, to assure that the
valves are:periodically tested under
conditions that they are expected
to operate under when called upon.

V.B.3.(h)(5)
The ADVs are similar in design to the
Steam Bypass Valves except for the
certain slight differences in the valve
internals... There did not appear to be
any documentation that all the recommendations
for the steam bypass valves were generically
evaluated for similar design ADVs

VI.B.4.c
Engineering needs to assess the design adequacy
of the nitrogen pressure regulator and take
measures to improve the reliability
VI.B.3. a
The SBCS has a hi story of unrel i ability and
problems which have not been fully analyzed
and resolved by the licensee. For example, the
licensee performs calibration and functional
test of the control system at an 18 month
frequency and preventive maintenance on a
biannual frequency. A re-assessment of the
adequacy of this frequency needs to be
performed to assure the calibrations,
functional tests, and preventive maintenance
are commensurate with the importance of this
system.-

VI.A.l.a
Hanual operation of the ADVs is infrequent
and licensee personnel could not remember
ever being trained in manual ADV operations.

IV.A.2
The licensee needs to perform analysis of all
AO and RO tasks to identify those that are
infrequently performed and take action to assure
that periodic training is instituted to provide
assurance that infrequently performed operations
will be properly accomplished.

Atmospheric Dump
Valves and Steam
Bypass Valves p. 15

Atmospheric Dump
Valves and Steam
Bypass, Valves p. 15

Atmospheric Dump
Valves and Steam
Bypass Valves p. 15

Steam Bypass Control
System p.

23'O

Knowledge of
ADV Operation p. 26

Infrequently
Performed
Tasks p. 27
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Concern from NRC AIT Re ort APS Res onse

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

VI,A.1.b
Auxiliary Operators (AOs) were sent to the remote
shutdown panel to operate ADVs. The AOs have not
been trained, and are not procedurally recognized,
to operate the remote shutdown panel

VI.A.l.c
Instrument Air root cutout and ADV operator
equalizer valves were not adequately labeled or
location referenced in procedures'.

VI.A.I. h
The licensee needs to reassess the adequacy of
procedures for manual operation of the ADVs to
correct key omissions and improve clarity.
VI.A.1.d
The plant simulator does not adequately replicate
the actual plant in ADV operation. In actual
operation, the valves will not always open until a
30/ demand signal is present for at least 30 seconds.
In the simulator the ADVs respond in about 10 seconds
and will respond to demands less than 30/.

VI.A.l.e
At the local ADV'perating station the directions
of ADV handwheel motion are different, creating

~ confusion for the operators.

VI.B.1.b
ADV manual operator handwheel mechanisms are not
consistent at the local station, creating operator
confusion.

Remote Shutdown
Panel Operation
p. 28

Labeling of Local
Valves p. 30
and Local Operating
Procedure p. 31

Local Operating
Procedures p. 31

Simulator p. 32

Handwheel
Direction p. 33

Handwheel
Direction p. 33

21) VI.A.I.f
The operating environment in the'SSS rooms was poor
with high noise levels, no lighting at the platform,
and steam in the atmosphere. The high noise level
contributed to communications difficulties.

HSSS Operating
Environment p. 33

22)

23)

VI.B.l. c
Operators reported the presence of steam in the HSSS
rooms following the lifting of the secondary safety.
The licensee needs to assess the adequacy of the safety
valve tail pipe/guard pipe design to preclude steam
from blowing back into the HSSS rooms.

VI.A.l.g
The licensee needs to assess the necessary tools in
possession of AOs. At least one AO didn't have means
to cut locking devices in his possession contributing
to difficulty in removing an ADV clevis pin.

HSSS Operating
Environment p. 33

AO Tools p. 34
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Concern from NRC AIT Re ort APS Res onse

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

29)

30)

31)

32)

VI.B.2.a
The licensee needs to implement effective measures
to assure adequate lighting in the vicinity of the
ADVs to assure that operators can effectively read
the procedures and perform their required tasks.

VI.B.2. b
~ The licensee needs to assess the need to strip"
essential lighting from Class 1E buses on Loss of
Power/Safety In'jection and assess the adequacy of
procedures for re-application of essential
lighting loads to the Class lE buses.

VI.B.2.c
'The licensee needs to assess the adequacy of
emergency/essential lighting, in other plant areas
in addition to the MSSS, to perform the required
activities in those areas as well as lighting of
ingress/egress routes.

Y.D.52
The staff considers that the licensee needs to
reexamine their practices and procedures for
performance of light bulb replacement
preventive maintenance tasks.

V.E.2
SEAS Panel Indication

V.E.3
Valcor Containment Isolation Valves

VI.A.4.a
During the inspection the team became aware that the
PVNGS switchyard is under the control of Salt River
Project (the APS power distribution organization),
which also performs any needed maintenance in the
yard. ANPP needs to change this practice because
licensee's are responsible for'ctivities which
can challenge safety systems.

VI.A.4.b
Events at Unit 1 and Unit 3 identified difficulties
in resetting switchgear relays. The licensee needs
to take action to assure that appropriate operations
staff are fully knowledgeable and trained in the
requirements and processes employed in resetting
switchgear protective relays.

V. F.1
Radiological Assessments

'Emergency
Lighting p. 35

Emergency
Lighting p. 35

Emergency
Lighting p. 35

Emergency=
Lighting p. 35

SEAS Panel
Indication p. 39

Valcor Containment
Isolation

Valves'.

40

Switchyard Control
p. 40

Resetting
Switchgear p. 41

Radiological
Assessments p. 42
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Concer n from NRC AIT Re ort

33) VI.B.5.b
Gas leaka'ge from neoprene valves packing in Volume
Control Tank gas stripper causes high airborne
levels resulting in controlled access point posting
as a contaminated area. This has the potential'or
personnel contamination and access control problems
ih emergencies. Engineering needs to take measures
to preclude this situation.

34) VI.B.7
Engineering needs to evaluate and resolve potential
effects on human performance due to the loud audible
alarm in the RSP room when switches are out of normal
posit,ion ~

35) V.E.2
The licensee needs to reexamine their practices and
procedures for performing preventive maintenance
and/or verifications on this system to improve the
reliability of limit switch setting and indications
of ESFAS system status.

36) V. I
Steam Generator Safety Valve Performance

37) V.J
MSIV Bypass Valve

38) V.F
Emergency Plan Implementing Action

39), V.H
Reactor Coolant Pump Seals

40) V.G
Control room indications for radwaste sump level,
containment temperature, and containment humidity

A~It «
Volume Control
Tank Gas Stripper
Leakage p. 43

RSP Load Audible
Alarm p. 44

Preventive
Maintenance (PM)
p. 45

Unit 3 Items p. 47

Unit 3 Items p. 47

Unit 3 Items p. 47

Unit 3 Items p. 47

Unit 3 Items p. 47


